
Puut A/S Launches new crypto currency -
BITCOIN LVX (BVX).

Puut Wallet - Home of Bitcoin Lvx

Puut A/S, announced today that it has
launched a crypto currency dubbed
BITCOIN LVX, to make Bitcoin
spendable and to return to energy
efficient mining.

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK, June 1,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Bitcoin Lvx is
user friendly, scalable, faster and energy
efficient compared with existing crypto
currencies, and can be mined with a
regular computer. 

Bitcoin Lvx’s mission is to make Bitcoin
spendable by scaling block size for faster
transactions with capped fees, and to
return to CPU-based and energy-efficient
mining.

“I am excited to see BLvx becoming a
daily medium of exchange for mobile
wallet users,” said Mark Arthur Founder
& CEO at Puut A/S. “BLvx is here to
make Bitcoin spendable in a way that is
energy efficient, seamless and social”
concluded Mr. Arthur. 

Bitcoin Lvx is the continuation of the Bitcoin project with upgraded consensus rules. Bitcoin holders as

BLvx is here to make Bitcoin
spendable in a way that is
energy efficient, seamless
and social”

Mark Arthur

of block 521173 (May 4, 2018 about 13:00 UTC) are also
becoming owners of Bitcoin Lvx.

Key features include:

- Fast transactions
- Capped transaction fees.
- Large block size
- Energy-efficient mining

Fast, simple and user friendly
Paying with bitcoin is made user-friendly and seamless with faster transactions ever in Bitcoin history.

Capped transaction fees 
Send money globally for at a capped fee per kb.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://bitcoilvx.com


Bitcoin Lvx Logo

Accept Bitcoin Lvx

Larger block-size
A hard fork coupled with extensive
optimization has allowed an increase of
the blocksize to 10MB.

Energy-efficient mining
Bitcoin Lvx is returning to CPU mining by
adopting a new PoW algorithm Foxhash.

About Puut A/S
Puut A/S is a Danish FinTech company
that offers mobile wallet services, social
finance enablement and content sharing
as a service to end-users, service
providers and merchants alike. Puut A/S
is seeking to bring the experience of a
traditional cloud network to mobile
devices, a global mobile experience to
mobile phone users and an operator and
bank agnostic approach to mobile wallet
services.

About Bitcoin LVX
Bitcoin Lvx is a crypto-platform that
provide payments, exchanges and
remittance in a distributed fashion.
Bitcoin Lvx’s mission is to make Bitcoin
spendable by scaling block size for faster
transactions with capped fees, and to
return to CPU-based and energy-efficient
mining.
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